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1
2

recall?

3

A

Yes 1 that's true.

4

(3

Nou T another aspect of the survey uork that goes to

5

whether you can rely on a surveyi Nr- Gaffini you

6

stated was that the respondents should not know the

7

purpose of the interviewing! and the-interviewer

8

should not know the purpose either! is that right?

9

A

Yes.

10

(3

Nou! were you aware when you did your survey that

11

this trial had begun in Cleveland at the time your

12

survey was taken?

13

A

I knew there had been a previous trial! but I'm not

14

sure whether I recall whether I knew that the trial

15

had begun.
I know when I was contacted! but I don't recall

16

17
18

whether I knew the second trial had begun(3

Do you know that there are only the two companies in

Cleveland! fluny Light and CEl! no other suppliers?

19
20

A

No! I don’t know that for a fact.

21

a

You're aware that this lawsuit is involving those two

22

23

24
25

parties?

A

Yes.
And perhaps your — let me ask you this question.

If there was publicity concerning this lawsuit

17-.30E
1

2

Gaffin - cross
irir- Hurphy rises from his chair-1

3

— if it was available in the media for people to

4

read about this lawsuit during the time your survey

5

was going on-, isn’t it likely that the respondents

6

therefore could reasonably know what the purpose of

7

8
9
10

your survey was?

riR. HURPHY:

Objection-, your

Honor-

THE COURT:

Approach the bench-

11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

■CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:!

HR- HURPHY:

I have_ two

objections-, your Honor-

The first is the question calls for

speculation -

The second is somewhat more serious-, that
there is substantial publicity about this trial.

The jury has been admonished not to look

21

at newspapers-, et cetera-, and Hs-

22

tells them there is substantial publicity in

23

the newspapers, and I strenuously object to it-

24

25

HS- COLEHAN:

Coleman then

Your Honor-. I’m

talking only about the time of the commencement

171303
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of the trial when this survey was done-

THE COURT:

You’re getting into

areas — this is so remotei Us- Colemani and

you’re getting into areas that you ishouldri t get
getting intoSustain the objection-

Now 1 let’s get on with itns-

COLEMAN:

THE COURT:

My next

Sustain the objection-

Let’s go

ns. COLENAN:

Ide'll have to come

back up here after the next question! so I want

to put,it on the record-, your Honor-

THE COURT:

All right-, put your

next question.

ns. COLEnAN:

My next question is

whether the existence of the second trial going

on would be something that he would want to be
informed about in determining whether the timing

is appropriate.

nR. nURPHY:

I would object to

THE COURT:

Sustained.

this.

{End of bench conference.}
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Sustain the objection-

2

THE COURT:

3

let's keep it material-! please-

4

BY ns- COLEHAN:

5

a

nr-

Gaffin-i -are you concerned when you frame your

6

questions in the survey about whether the respondent

.7

has any motive to give you an answer other than-his -

8

true opinion?

9

A

No-

10

<2

You have no concern about whether the respondent is

11

giving you his true opinion or not?

12

A

Ide have no control-

13

H

Wouldn't you want to word your questionnaire in such

14

a way as to try to avoid making inducements for your

15

respondents to answer in a way other than their

16

true opinion?

17

A

Yes; we tried to encourage truthful responses-

18

<2

Now-i under the circumstances in which you have told

19

the respondent that the matter of his switching is a

20

public record-! wouldn't that be some inducement to

21

the respondent to give an answer which would look

22

good in public?

23

riR- tIURPHY:

Objection-

24

THE COURT:

Approach the bench-

25

17-.30S
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1
2
3

4
5

-CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench: 3-

HR. MURPHY:

of speculationn your Honor-

6

THE COURT:

7

Ms-

8
9

Object on the ground

Yes.

Coleman-, this is highly speculative and

it is highly improper.

Now-, if it is your position that the question

10

in some way conveys to the respondent or to the

11

interviewer the purposes for which the interview

12

is being conducted or seeks to elicit answers^

13

that are suggested in the question-, the document

14

speaks for itself^, and the question speaks for

15

itself.

16

If you want to argue that on closing

17

argument-, you’re free to do so; but to ask this

18

man an argumentative question in a highly

19

speculative area is very improper.

20

Let’s proceed.

21

ns. COLEHAN:

He’s supposed to be

22

an expert., he should have an opinion about his

23

questionnaire.

24

THE COURT:

25

Let’s proceed.

Let’s proceed.

17-,3Dt
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2

{End of bench conference-!

3

4
5

BY ns(2

COLEMAN:

Mr-

Gaffinn another aspect of presenting your

6

survey information deals with the accuracy of

7

reporting the interviewing information-i isn't that

8

right?

9

f

Transferring the information from the questionnaires

A

10
11

to the computer?

.

hlelln in the first instance-, you want to make sure

(2

12

that the interview is accurately recorded as the

13

interviewer takes down the information?

14

15

A

Yes-

a

And then you want to assure that the information is

16
17
18

accurately keypunched and accurately tabulated?
A

Yes-

a

And then you want to make sure that the presentation

19
20

21

of the tabulations is right?

A

Yes-

(2

And you want to make sure that your

22
23
24

25

j

report is

accurate?

A

Yes-

(2

Now-, given those standards-. I would ask you whether

it is not the case that among the 11 industrial

,

17,307
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customers —
*

Coleman steps to the easel-l

{Us*

Well-, perhaps that’s not necessary-, ue

{Continuing!

are talking about such a small number-

Among the 11 industrial customers whose answers

are tabulated, there was one of them who refused to
talk to the interviewer at all, but his completed

interview was completed in the tabulationsThat’s not true that he refused to talk to the

interviewerIt’s true that he refused to answer a number of
questions or that he answered'

"Don’t know

to a

number of questions, but he did, in fact, complete
the interview*

He completed the interview even though the interviewer

first reported "Refused to Respond"?
I really don’t know what the interviewer, of course,

reported-

I know that was a completed interview, and

that one of those that was in the industrial class
of, customers had responses that were "Don t knows
and "Refused," but the interview was completed-

Look at your cluster -S-

I don’t know how you refer to them, among the

industrial customers-

17n30fi
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2
3

•CAfter an interval.!
A

4
5

Are you talking about in the completed
questionnaires?

13

Supposed to be-

6

7
8

lAfter an interval-!
A

I have the questionnaire in front of me for No. 5.

a

No. S.

9

Would you look down at the answer recorded to

10
11

i3uestion 3?

A

Yes-

12

The fluestion 3 was:

13

"Our research shows that your company switched

14

from service by the Hunicipal Electric Light Plant

15

or riuny Light to service by the Cleveland Electric

16

Illuminating Company or CEI.

17

why you made that switch?"

18

And the respondent recorded -- the interviewer

19

recorded this response:

20

"Refused to respond.

21
22

about this.
12 .

23
24

25

Do you happen to recall

CEI called once before

He’s too busy to answer these questions.

And it is a fact on that questionnaire that all the
remaining questions are checked off "Don’t know"?

A

Yes.
But in that questionnairen the remaining

17,301
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2
3

4
5

questions were asked and answered.

(3

How do you know that?

A

Because I spoke to the supervisor about it-

(3

And it’s your conclusion that this person was interviewed

6

and not that the interviewer checked off "Don’t Know"

-7
8

9

and signed off?"
A

That’s correct-

fl

Now, it) terms of the accuracy of your count, you had

10

some situations, did you not, where the information

11

given to you by the respondent was not what the

12

superv isor expected to get or there were multiple

13
14
15

answers to a question like, " Idhy did you switch?"
A

Yes-

fl

And how d id you proceed when you got these multiple

16

answers or answered that you didn’t know what to do

17

18

with?
A

19

20
21

22
23

24

25

Ulell, when you get a multiple! answer on an open-ended

question, you record both answers-

fl

Do you have them included in

A

Both —

fl

-- both tabulations?

A

Both tabulations, that’s right-

fl

—

Idas it your decision on how to characterize the

answers to the open-ended questions, or did your

-

17-.310
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1
2

3

I

|1

attorneys work with you on thatf

|

Not that was — there was no decision involved.

\

I

They were categorized in terms of what people

4

5

I

actually said-

That isi there was no having to create broad

6

j

7

categories of response! which is why the responses

8

seemed so specific; they were-

j
1
■

10

Uelli there wasi for examplei one instance where the
respondent mentioned the fact that CEI gave them a

11

special service.

9

(3

12

A

Uh-huh.

13

(3

And that does notappear

i
jj
as areason forswitching!

so someone musthaveclassified

14

itin some

■!

other

U

*I
;
I
I.

«
15

16

classification.
A

I don't believe that’s the case-, but I can check it.

■CThe witness examining his papers.}-

17
18

(3

19

Now-i in terms of the tabulations in your reportn

,

the tabulations which —

riR- nURPHYs

20

Your Honor-.

21

n,e — rir- Gaffin was checking an assertion that

22

ns.

Coleman had made.

23

ns.

24

{After an interval.!

25

A

COLEnAN:

j

excuse

1
Oh-. I'm sorry.

I was just checking the tabulations on the open-ended

f

I

17-1311
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questions•
Can you — you could help me if you could tell

me which class of respondents

I’m looking for that right now-

Right-

(3

{After an interval-l
13

Commercial constants-

A

Commercial constants?

(3

Yes-

A

Okay-

V

■

And which question?
(3

The question is(3uestion

A

The reason for the

(3

Right-

A

No-

5-

switch?

Well, there is — the largest category is the category
•for poor service or outages-

(3

Right-

A

And this is a general category because there were so

many responses in that category-i there were THSo if the specific was one that would have

fallen into that category-, then it might not have
been reported individually-

Idhereas-. something very specific and individual

like "Sent bills to the wrong address and then cut
out power" might have been reported'-, although-, in this

17,312
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case, it looks like that was recorded under

"Ineffieicnt personnel" or "Sent bills to wrong
address."

And when the respondent to

(3

have the number on that

I’m sorry, I don t

when the respondent to

'one of the commercial constants said.

Chief reason

was I put in some infra-red equipment and CEI

could facilitate it", that was then classified in
some category and not specifically mentioned in

your analysis?.

A

I’m sorryi can you repeat what that respondent said?

£2

I put some infra-red equipment in and CEI could

facilitate it."
A

Id ell, there’s one here that says, "tluny couldn t
handle my expansion," I’m not sure if this was
that.

(3

You don’t know how that was classified?

A

I’m not sure.

(3

Someone had to make a decision to put that in one
class or another?

A

Yes.

(3

Now, when you gave us your opinions this morning.
Hr-

Gaffin, concerning why certain customers

switched from tluny to CEI, you were basing that, were

17-.313
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you noti on this survey?

A

Yes-

fl

And you were basing it-i were you noti on the
on the sample — the completed interviews

furthe

pardon

me — you were basing it on the completed interviews

that your staff undertook?
A

That’s correct.

fl

And you have no — you have not reviewed the evidence
or the testimony in this case concerning reasons for

switching or concerning the program which provided

the wiring to those customers-, is that right?
A

That’s correct. I have not-

nS.'COLEHAN:

Thank you-

{After an interval->

THE COURT:

Very well-. Us-

Coleman-, you have concluded within the timensTHE

COLEMAN:

COURT:,

Two minutesYou’ve got four

minutes of unused time-

MR.

murphy:

If I use that much.

I'll be annoyed at myself-, your Honor{Laughter-I

THE COURT:

Let's proceed-

17-.314
REDIRECT EXAHINATION OF IRA GAFFIN

1
2

3

BY tlR. nURPHY:

4

(3

tlr. Gaffin-i after this lengthy cross-examination-,

5

would you tell us-, please-, whether there was

6

anything in it that causes you to be doubtful of

7

the expert opinion you gave this morning on- direct

8

examination that customers switched from Huny Light

9

to CEI service because of the liability and not

10

because of wiring provided by contractors paid for

11

by CEIf"

12

A

13
14

I gave earlier-, no-

a

15
16

There is no reason for me to change the opinions that

Hr-

Gaffin-, would you tell us — briefly-, please

why that is so?

A

It’s a rare luxury -- in the polling business-, we re

17

usually dealing with universes very large like

18

registered voters in Ohio-, where you have universes

19

of S million-, and you’re doing numbers of interviews

20

that seem very small in relation-, like maybe MOO or

21
22
23
24
25

LOO.
It's a rare luxury to be able to try to interview
an entire universe

in this case-, we were able to try to interview
five entire universes-

So I really

we had the

17t31S
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2

luxury then of not even having to deal with normal

3

sampling error problems-

4

data itself which-, in my opinion-, speaks for itself-

And I just go back to the

5

riR- nURPHY:

6

questions-, your Honor-

7

lAt this point-, there was a loud clap of

8

thunder heard-l

9

THE .COURT:

10

11

14

I think there’s a

s

message from above-

{Laughter-1

COURT-

12

13

I have no further

Ms- Coleman-, would

you like to ask any questions^

ns-

COLEHAN:

No._

nS-

COLEMAN:

t^^y we approach the

15
16

17

bench-, your Honors*

18

THE COURT:

19

nay I release the jury?

20

ns-

21

THE COURT:

22

Ladies and gentlemen-, you are free to go-

23

Ide won’t give you any exhibits since we’ll

24
25

COLEMAN:

Yes-

I think so-

Very well-

hold those off until fi:30 on Monday morning-

Please-i over the weekend-, keep in mind the

17 -.BIL
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2

Court’s admonition that you are not to discuss

3

the case with anyonei you are not to view any

4

television broadcasts! listen to any radio

5

broadcasts! or read any newspaper accounts of

6

this trial since you are the sole judges of these

7

facts-, without the assistance of anyone else or

8

any other source-

9

Keep an open mind until you’ve heard all of

10

the evidence in the case-, the Court’s instruction

11

on the law-, and the matter is finally submitted

12

to you for your judgment-

13
14

15
16

With that-, good night-, have a nice weekend-,

hopefully the weather will be fine during the
weekend.

ns. COLEMAN:

If your Honor please

17

I’ve unfortunately had time for a second thought-,

18

and may we approach the bench before the jury is

19

released?

20

21

THE COURT:

MS-

COLEMAN:

Sure-

Thank you-

22

23
24
25

-CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:1

MS-

COLEMAN:

I have two motions-.

17-.317
your HonoPi I thought about to bring them up
now before the jury leaves-

. Firstn a motion to strike the direct

testimony on the ground that this survey is shot
through with flaws of all kinds as enumerated by

your Honor in his discussion of the survey
admissibility standards this morning-

THE COURT:

Overrule your motion

nS- COLEHAN:

The second is a

request that your Honor now gives the jury the

cautionary instruction on survey evidence! and
that they.must consider the specific factors that

your Honor —
THE COURT:

There is no question

that you are entitled to that chargeI was thinking about that during the course
of the cross-examination! and it will be included

in the general charge-

ns-

COLEtlAN:

Rather than right

now?

HR- HURPHY:

On that score! I

might point out that there have been two surveys

so far in this case! the City presented one also

obviously the charge of your Honor will be
balanced-

17-,3ia

1

Just an observation-, your Honor-, not a fight-

2

THE COURT:

3

Good night-, ladies

and gentlemen-

4

•{The jury left the courtroom-]-

5

THE COURT:

6

have a nice weekend-, and fis-

Good night-, gentlemen-,
ColemanThank you, your Honor-

7

nl?. nURPHY:

8

CCourt was adjourned until flonday-,

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

September S1-, ITfil-, st ^:3D o clock a-m-l
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1

nONDAY, SEPTEMBER El, nfll, TsES O’CLOCK A-M.

2
3

4
j's

6
7

I

LAld CLERK KURDZIEL:
Civil Action No-

Your Honor, this is

CTS-SbO, the City of Cleveland

versus the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

CompanyAre you prepared to

THE COURT:

8

proceed, Mr- Lansdalef

9

riR- LANSDALE:

xYes-

10

THE COURT:

11

Mr- Norris, the Court would appreciate if

Very well-

12

you would indicate the areas that you object to

13

in the Little Report-

14

I know that you have designated the pages,

15

but if you would outline for me what specifically

16

on the pages you object to, it would be helpful-

17

You needn’t do that now-

18

MR- NORRIS:

Your Honor, if I

19

could get the report back in front of me, and

20

perhaps I could do that at a break for you-

21

THE COURT:

22

tlR-

23

THE COURT:

24

fir- Lansdale, you may proceed-

,25

(
__

NORRIS:

Bring in the.jury-

There

is na hurry-

All rightToday

or tomorrow-

17-.320
{The jury entered the courtroom-]-

Good morning.-i ladies

THE COURT:

and gentlemen.
THE JURORS:

Good morning.

THE COURT:

You may proceed.

MR.

Call John

LANSDALE:

0'Donnell•

JOHN

L.

O’DONNELL

of lawful agei called as a witness on behalf
of the defendant! being first duly sworn-, was

examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF JOHN L- O'DONNELL

BY HR.

LANSDALE:

(3

bJill you state your name and address-i pleasef

A

Uy name is John L. O'Donnell.

I'm Professor of Financial Administration in the

Graduate School of Business Administration at
Michigan State University! East Lansing! Michigan.
(3

Where do you livef

A

I live at IQSl Wolbridge Drive! East Lansing! Michigan.

17-.351
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<2

/^nd will you please outline ^our educational background■<
Professor-

A

Yes.

♦

I-have a B-A- and an Pl-A-

in Economics at the

University of Cambridge-. England-, and I came over to
this country and obtained an Pl-B-A-

and a Doctoral

Degree from Indiana University(3

And will you please give for us your professional

experience since the completion of your final
educationA

I taught two years at Notre Dame-, and since that time-,
and for the past 5S years-. I have taught at Michigan

State University-, and my interests have beeen in

business finance and public utility economics
fl

Uhat courses do you teach at. the university?

A

Principally in the graduate school in the area of
business finance

fl

Are you the author of any learned papers?

A

Yes-, sir-

I have tried to make my contribution-, and

my stuff has appeared in the Journal of Finance-, the

Accounting Review-, and the Journal of Business-, and
various other-, what you call in academia as learned
journals and there is other places-

fl

And I believe that you have told me that you spent some
time in a professional capacity abroad-

Tell us about

17-,3E5
O’Donnell - direct
that-

Yesi sir-

I spent five years as an advisor to the

Turkish Covernmenti and the Aid Ilission in two

separate toursi and ray duties encompassed general
economic advice and helping to build five new

business schools in TurkeyIdhat professional experience have you had in the

field of public utilities' arni- electric utilities^

During the last ten yearsn in particular! I have been
fairly active in our Public Utility Institute-

This is an institute that was formed to promote
research and teaching in this area of general
public utilities-

I have testified before a dozen or more state
commissions on-a variety of problems to-do with

finance and accounting and the organization of public
utilities! telephone and electrics principally! and

gas companies! and I have helped to organize
conferences! including one solely for utility

commissioners! that we hold once a year in

Washington -

bJe also publish! edit and publish learned papers
and other publications by scholars in the field-

I have also participated in such programs elsewhere

'I
'I

17->323
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|l

2

for about five

3

I was active in a conference put on by what is

4

called the Southwest Conference-i and that takes place

fl

5

in Georgia Tech in Atlanta-i and was designed for

I

6

public utility exedutives and electric companies in

I

7

particular and my responsibility was in the area of

'I

8

pricing and economic theory as it applies to public

a

10

utilities.

S

11

12

years-i and until recently each year

>11

J 1
fl

'

|

Professor O’Donnelli what is the purpose of your

testimony^ what were you asked to do in this casef
A

13

The purpose of ray testiraony today is to take sorae
concepts that have been put together by economists

|

14

and strip them down to their fighting weight■> so they

1

15

are reasonably intelligible-.

|

16

I

These had to do with forms of competition and

* H
j

17

what economists mean by them-i and lay the foundation

18

for me leading up to the principal point-i and that

19

is the concept of the natural monopoly-i and I

| I

20

conclude that the retail distribution

of firm

iH

21

electric power in a metropolitan area

such as

id

22

Cleveland is indeed a classic case of

natural

kd

- —

23

24
25

'

"*

monopoly.

a

^1

Jj
i

Tell me what you did to prepare yourself for the

i

13

testimony specifically-

■

1

17-.324
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A

I suppose the preparation fell into two partsFirstT I reviewed a large number of documents

4

made available to me by learned counseli which

5

included Dr- liJein’s testimony in.the first trialn

6

Professor lilein’s cross and direct testimony in this

7

"trial-, and I also read Professor Uein’s report on

8

damages sustained by fluny as a result of alleged

9

CEI conduct.

10

I read most of the principal trial memoranda

11

of. the Defendant CEI-. and I read an article.

12

"Antitrust and Electricity Utility Industry-."

13

and I suppose "Papers" is a better term-, by

14

Joe Pace of the National Economic Research

15

Associates-

16

I read a’ study by Arthur D- Little-. "HELP

17

nismanagement and Findings of Arthur D- Little

18

Research Team-. August-, nfil-"

19

I read the direct and cross of A- Gerber-, and

20

I read a paper headed-. "HELP’S Growth-." by a former

21

president of the company-, and I am ashamed to say

22

that his name escapes me-

23

1 read a paper-. "Performance in the Electricity

24

Industry of the Impact’of. Duplicative Competition’

25

by Neal Hamm ell-.

and I read the direct testimony
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of Hr.

Kemper-

These documents gave me a general background of

the facts of the case.
ns.

COLEHAN:

.

Your- Honori may we

approach the benchf

-CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:I

ns., COLEMAN;

Your Honori we have

heard.a recitation of a great deal of material

that has not been before the jury at this timen
and I object to any opinion of this witness
being based on such materialHR.

LANSDALE:

He hasn’t testified

that his opinions were based on this material-

I asked him what he read to specifically
prepare himself for thisn and he has got a long
list of educational qualifications! and every
witness by the plaintiff has gotten on the stand
and alluded at length to materials that had

been readbJhat is wrong with that?
t

I am at a loss to

know how to answer the claim-

ns. COLEMAN:

Ide have not referred
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to materials which have not been ruled upon to be
in evidence or not even been offered yet-

tlR.

I didn’t hear that.

LANSDALE:

liJould you read that to me{Record read by the reporter-!

tlR. LANSDALE:
baloney.

That is a lot of

•

Dr., lilein testified at greath lengths.

THE COURT:

'

Let’s proceed.

Overruled.

{End of bench conference.!

BY MR. LANSDALE:
a

Professor O’Donnellt did you also at my. request make

a review of the literature in this area?
A

Yes-1 and that was my second thought of part of my
preparation.

• I did what I think is a fairly extensive review

of what we call the learned literature! what scholars
have been thinking in this area-i particular as it

obtained to natural monopoly! to that concept.
(3

Now! Professor! tell me! what is competition as
viewed by you as an economists

A

Well! economists take this term "competition"! and
they break it up into various types of competition.

6
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2

They have invented some technical terms to

3

describe uhat they mean buti in essence, it's really

4

very simple-

5

They begin with the idea of what they call

6

"perfect competition," sometimes called atomistic,

7

everybody advances on rink~a-dink“dink terms, but

8

essentiallyiwhat ie means is a situation in which

9

tti'ere's a market of many buyers and many sellers,

10

not one of whom can affect prices-

11

Perhaps the type of example of this type of

12

competition most widely quoted in technical books

13

, is the idea of the grain market-

14

You get grain classified into various

15

categories-

16

It's traded on the world market, and no one

17

producer or seller feels that he can effect

18

prices, and the end result is prices are set by the

19

interaction of the impersonal forces of this market

20

fl

Now, what other kinds of competition are there?

21

A

Idell, you move fromi this to a second form of

22
23
24

25

competition that has become known as "imperfect
competition."

This is a sort of halfway house, and I think
perhaps conforms more realistically to what is
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actually taking place in most parts of the market

in fact-I one of my — two of my former
teachersn a lady by the name of Professor Joan

Robertsonn wrote a classic work in this field called

"Economics of Imperfect Competition"! a book I had
to study arid know for reasons that were obvious-

In this kind of situation! what we imagine is or what we see is that producers produce different

products! shoesi but each of these products is

imbued with certain special unique real or imagined

characteristics that differentiate it fromother

products.
So the producer does exercise some limited

control over the price of his product because the
demand for his'product won’t simply flee if he

raises or lowers the priceThis! I think! is the kind of situation that

obtains over most of the marketSo that's the second broad group-

<3

Now! let me ask you about natural monopoly1 ' I
’ ** ........

You

used that term in your statement as to what you
intended to testify here today-

Idhat is "natural monopoly"?

A

Uell! I suppose we now move into this third category

O’Donnell - direct

of monopoly-

"tlono" means onei we’ve just got one

producer! one selleri the opposite! one buyer and

one seller-

So the language goes on! but the idea

is simple enoughNou! it would seem that when you look around

a market! there are sets of conditions where we
find that only one.producer serves the market
efficiently-

.

"

This is particularly true in certain types, of
industries and! like most situations? this discovery

in theory followed the factsIdhen the first electricity companies and

telephone companies came into existence! for
example! many producers tried to serve the same

marketi

It soon became apparent that the idea of having
two telephones on their desk for two different

companies presented complicated and unnecessary
problems; and communities soon found that having two

suppliers of electricity running down the same
street generated all kinds of difficultiesThere are then situations where competition!

either imperfect competition or perfect competition
as we have described it! just won’t work either
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2

because of the characteristics of the producer! \

3

unique characteristics of the producer! or the

4

unique characteristics of the market! or a

5

combination of both of them-

J

/

J
1j

6

Now! in this type of situation!.economists

7

evolved the notion — a fellow by the name of

8

Eli! Professor Eli! I think it was John Hopkins!

9

was perhaps the one who claimed the term!''but it

10

has a history of its own! of the idea of the

11

natural monopoly.

12

a

14

Directing your attention! first! to the type

15

that you mentioned that depends upon the nature of

16

the market itself! will you describe what that is!

17

and give us an illustration^

18
19
20

21

A

YesThere seems to be certain type of markets!

for example!, the newspapers.
We’ve seen this emerging! where the size of the

22

market and its characteristics are such that

23

competition dwindles and only one producer

24

materializes.

25

|

'
j
I

Idell now! you said there were^cwOyXinds of natural

monopoly -

13

1

Newspapers is a case in point-

J
)

-J
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It would seem that the characteristics of the
demand for newspapers in the local market is such

that the economics of producing newspapers is such
that there’s a general tendency that we can see all

over the country for competition to dwindlei and one

newspaper to emerge as the sole producern the sole
servicer of the market-

Sintilarly, I think in defense expenditures in
certain areasi it would seem that because there’s

only one buyer, the Government, and because of the
economics of, again, of the producing side of it,

there’s a tendency in certain areas — rocket fuel

would be a case in point — for competition to

dwindle and only one producer to emerge(3

Now, Professor, in such a market, what is the factas to whether one must examine the economics of

the specific market to determine whether there is

natural monopoly conditions in such case?
A

I\’ra sorry, I missed the first part, I'm sorryTHE COURT:

Read the question

backs please-

IThe pending question was read by the
reporter-1

Al—-
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2

(2

If my question ■ isn’t clear to you, I will --

3

A

No, sir.

4

a

. — I will withdraw it.

5

Please move to the other kind of natural

6

monopoly that you mentioned, the one depending upon

7

the characteristics^Q-f-the producer as distinguisjj)ed

8

from the characteristics or economics of the market

9

itself?

LO
LI

A

Yes.

As we look at the types of producers for

L2

service, what we call public utility markets

L3

principally, public utility industry, some of the

L4

characteristics are as follows-

L5

L6
L7

Basically, they seem all to have a very high
proportion of fixed to- variable costs.

Now, fixed costs is a term used by accountants

L8

and economists and others to describe a phenomenon

L9

that we're all familiar with, and that is to say, if

20

you imagine a firm in production, you can divide its

21

total costs into these two broad categories, fixed

22

and variable.

23

Now, fixed costs are those costs that over a

24

relevant range of output do not change very much

25

with output.
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Your rent stays .the same if you’re paying rent
regardless of whether you produce one unit or 100
units or lOnOOO units-

Doctors remain the sameUsually management overhead remains the same-

There’s a whole array of" cost's that just don t
change.

Idelli for a public utility-i those costs are
inordinately Large for a variety of reasons, not the
least being.that utilities use a large amount of

physical capitaln the servicing, the costs of that

capital is large, the debt costs, and the like,

they don’t change regardless of what you produce-

Variable costs tend to change as output changesNow, when you’ve got any kind.of producer who
has a large proportion of fixed costs, it’s clear

that if you can spread those costs over more output,
the cost per unit falls-

For instance, if your fixed costs that don t

vary, on a million dollahs, if you produce a
million units, by definition the fixed cost per

unit is a doliarBut if you have the capacity and the market
is there and you can produce two million units, your
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fixed costs will go up SO cents-, and your average

• costs will fallSo the. trick, is to spread these costs over as

much output as you possibly canNow-, this is one characteristic that public
utilities have that tends to make it -- it contributes
to the notion that when you go to the market that your

serving and you have a certain amount of fixed costs
that have to be covered-. we discover that-, in many
instances-, on^y***^e. prTdpccan serve th^t market^

at the lowest possible cast-

H

Directing your attention specifically to the

distribution of electric energy and its sale at

retail-, how do you characterize this business in

terms of natural monopoly^
A

kJell-. the search of the literature shows what I

believe-, what I’ve always thought-. that the
distribution — the retail distribution of

electricity is really the ^^^ssTc^ase of the

natural monopolyFirst-i and foremost-, it has those characteristics
I’ve'just outlined are fixed to variable costs-

2-

It's supplying a service that has to be

supplied on demand and not be stored-
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You can’t store it up and let it out when you

want iti so you have to have a certain minimum
capacity to meet these high demands when they occur.

So you can’t take care of that problem by storing.
here’s a-sort of umbilical cord that links
’hi.

iM—mi

"

r.

1,11

B

_

the producer to the consumer; the telephone

company’s the. same.
You can’t readily and easily switch — you car.
switchn but it’s a lot of expense, and trouble.

Once a customer is tied to a producer-i you’ve
got these — this kind of physical connection and

relationship.,
. Fourthlyi demand does tend to fluctuate all over

the place.

There’s wide fluctuation in demand between

the peak and the load demand.

These characteristics! plus the fact that you
need the right of eminent domaini you have to go
across other people’s property and dig up streets

and whatnot in order to serve the market.
The nature of the product,

hlhile it’s hard to

define what a necessity is in a world in which many

are starving to deathn the fact nevertheless remains
in our civilization! the provision of water!

communications! light and heat we regard as necessities
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2

something of a public charge with themn ue don’t

3

•just regard them as ordinary commodities-

4

All these things conspire together to make the

5

provision of these types of services a natural

4'
J
I

6

monopoly in the sense that when you examine all

7.

the facts-i one producer can service that particular

8

market cheaper than two producers! and more

9
10

conveniently.
a

11

Now-i Professor! I- ask you-i with reference to the

distribution of electric energy! is there any need!
in your judgment! to study the character or the

12
13

J

costs of the generation and transmission of

14

electric energy in order to determine whether the

15

’*

distribution is a natural monopoly^

16

A

17

a

18

/ No! s£r.
f
''TCnd will you
your opinion

!
|

«■
— is

it your opinion then — what

as to

whether one can isolate the

is

’

19

business of

20

the other portions of the system which delivers the

21

energy to the customer in order to ascertain whether

22

a- natural monopoly exists?

I
|

Nell!' it seems to me that the tri-pot division

j

A

the distribution of electric energy from

i

between generation! transmission! and distribution
hs
;•

i__

has a logic of its own! it’s common to most lines

I
,
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2

of business! production! wholesaling! and retailing!

3

•and that it’s not necessary to study all three in

4

order to- study onei there are costs of pecularities

5

to each stage-

6

I

Now! what one can say is that what happens at the

7

wholesale level may well determine who survives in

8

that natural.monopoly market! but that is not a

9

matter of my concern! it’s still a natural monopoly

i
■1

LO

market

LI

It’s my. contention that if the full forces of

L2

competition are unleashed and they function in a

L3

fashion that we normally think of them.functioning!

L4

then there’s every indication that one or other or

L5

more — if there are more of them

16

producers will be driven out and one will remain-

17

13

18
19

22

23

24
25

lilill you — that brings up the subject of competition

.

in a natural monopoly market-

j

market?
A

It seems to me that there can be competition! as I

understand! till somebody gets driven outH

i
a'

that the

Can there be competition in a natural monopoly

20

21

'

Okay! sirIdill you please describe for usi from an
economist's point of view! the character of competition

17,33fl
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2

in a natural monopoly market-

3

sort of competition that you see every day in the

4

marketplace^

5

A

Is this the normal

hJelli I think because of the barriers of entryi you

6

need so much capital to get ini and because of all

7

the factors that I listed earliern competition

8

historical!y .is usually devolved to the very feu in

9

this type of market-

10

Economists.:have a word for it:

11

hJhen you no longer have imperfect competition!

12

but you’ve got feu people serving the market-i then

13

you’ve got a thing called oligopolyi it just means

14

you haven sayn four dr fiven or three or four-

15

Nowi under that circumstance-i when you’ve got

16

to that stage and you have all the characteristics

17

that I’ve listed earliern which are the

18

characteristics of the distribution of retail

19

electricity! you then get a form of veryQ^cious )

20

competition which usually reduces the number of

21

producers to twon a duopoly! duetn two people

22
23

■playing a fiddlen duopoly! two people competingAnd when that, situation arisesn it is possible

J

|

I
J

«|

j]

24

for gentlemen's agreements to arise --ornshalll

,

25

say! person agreements to arisen in which there is

'1

1___
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agreement not to compete in certain areas:

(de won’t tell the public that your prices are a

bit lower than mine-

Ide’ll just keep quiet about

it. . You don’t make a noisei I won’t make a noiseIde’ll agree on other mattersi either explicitly or
tacitly"! and a sort of cat and mouse monopolization

can emerge..

Economists have coined that termi "Cat and
mnuse."

That can- erupt occasionally into price

wars and other types of wars that may ultimately
result in one of the competitors being destroyed!

or it can res.Ult and then be pacified.

But it is

essentially a situation of instability that will
only survive provided the full forces of

competition are not unleashed.
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3
4

klelln if the full forces of competition are unleashedn
what are the exactible consequences?

A

They are that the fellow with the longest purse and

5

the sharpest management and the fastest response to

6

the competition in front of him will survivei and

7

the other competitor will go bankrupt or be driven

8

out or acquired or would mergei and we have the one

9
LO

observing the marketi the natural monopoly- —-—

(3

LI

one would expect' when the forces of competition are

L2

unleashed in a natural monopoly market that you have

L3
L4
L5
L6
L7

described?
A

Perhaps I misunderstood you-

Q

Vicious?

A

Yes-

(3

And let me ask you this question:

L8

It

vicious /Competitio
v—

How would you as an economist expect a

L9

competitor in a natural monopoly market to react to

20

a request for assistance in surviving from its

21
22

Will you descrinen Professori what kind of competition

competitor?

A

I would expect him to reject it-

23

(3

Idhy would you expect him to do that?

24

A

One can hardly expect that a competitive situation

25

for one of the contestants to subscribe to the
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survival of his competitor for his own instructionThis is unreasonable conduct-

One cannot expect-that to occuri for the same
reason that one would expect a man to commit

suicide for the benefit of his neighborI don’t think-that-is a reasonable expectationnS- COLEHAN:

Hay we approach the

bench?
THE COURT: .

Yes-

■CThe- following proceedings were had at the
bench:J

ns- COLEHAN:

I move to strike that

The jury is supposed to follow the

testimony-

law-i and not what any one witness thinks might
be reasonable under the circumstancest and I

object to a speech on the subject of whether any
witness thinks that something should or ought not

to be doneTHE COURT:

witness-

ns-

He is an expert

That is what he is brought here forCOLEMAN:

He is not brought

here to tell the jury, the law-

THE court:

lilhat law are you
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2

referring tof

3

ns. COLEHAN:

He is talking about

4

what someone ought to do or what would reasonably

5

be expected for them to do-.

6

THE COURT:

7

Overruled.

Let’s

proceed •

8

•CEnd of bench conference.!

,9
10

BY HR. LANSDALE:

11

a

NowT Professor O/Donnelli have you examined the cost

12

of service! the relative cost of service between

13

nuny Light and the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

14

Company or other specific economics of this market?

15

A

Noi sir.

16

a

Do ^ou feel that in this case it is necessary or even

17
18

19

helpful to do that?

A

Not for my purposes-! no.i sir.

It seems cleari when you go down the street-i

20

that for servicing the customer! that if you put

21

one line of poles down that street and one company

22

serves that whole street-i that the total cost of

23

doing that is going to be lower than if you have two

24

sets of poles and two sets of lines going down that

25

street.

1
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It seems to me one doesn’t need a degree or
much common sense to appreciate that point.

HR. LANSDALE:

Thank you.

further questions.

•*

"**THE*<OURT:
ns.

No

You

may cross-examine,

Thank you.

COLENAN:

CROSS-EXAniNATION OF DR.

JOHN L.i .0’.DONNELL

BY ns. COLEnAN:
i2

Professor O’Donnelln you mehtidned that you had a
Doctoral Degree from-Indiana University.

Would you tell us what that degree isf
A

Yesn Business■Administration.

(3

That is not a Ph.D./
t

K

NoT that is not

(2

You are noti I gathern an

A

No.

(2

I gathered from

correct.
engineer?

listening to your description of your

work history that you are essentially — that you

essentially have been employed in academia since
leaving schooli is that correct?
A

That is correct.
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a

3

4

assignments here and theref

A

5
6

9

a

A

That is correct-

(3

Nowi you referred us to publications in the Journal

of Finance and the Accounting Review and the

LI

L3

Journal of Business-

A

Yes-

(3

And you also have a couple of articles in the Public

L4

Utilities Fortnightlyi which is a. general industry

L5
L6
L7

magazine for utilities?

A

That is correct-

13

All of those articles are on some subject relating

L8

to the finance of the public utilities or other

L9
20

topics of finance! is that correct?
A

21
22

But you have not been employed and working in an
electric utility?

LO

L2

I have done consulting and I have had testifying
experience! yes-

7
8

You have some consulting or testifying type of

The ones that you have mentioned! I believe that is
correct-

13

Are you familiar in your experience in the

23

"publish or perish" profession! Professor! of the

24

practice, where your article must be reviewed by an

25

impartial group of referees?
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A

Yesi ma'am-

i3

Have you had any of the articles reviewed by
referees?

A

The Journal of Financen the Chicago Journal of
Businessn and the Accounting Reviewn all those arei
as I saidi-in my opening statement! are what we would

call learned papers and are refereed generally.

(3

Idere your articles refereed?

A

Yes.

<3

Nowi you do not have any . publications t I gather-.

That is the only way they got in there.

-

r

in the areas in which you..have testified todayi that

is-i competition and natural monopoly^, is that

correct?
A

Strictly construed-, yes-, but-, for example-. I published

an article on competition in the oil industry and

its impact on costs for the Idest-. and that appeared
in the Michigan Journal of Business-, a publication

of the University of flichigani but-, no-. I think in

substance you are correct-, that I have not published
anything in the antitrust area.

fl

And the oil article that you referred to is one
entitled "Financing OPEC Oil"?

A

That is correct.

fl

And that was dealing with the oil industry and not
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2

the electrical, industry?

3

A

That is correct.

4

i3

Nowt

5

A

As I explained in my opening statement

what courses are you teaching at flSU?

I teach

6

principally in the graduate schooln and I teach

7

courses in business finance.

8

This covers a multitude of sins-i but has to do

9

principally with short termi long termi and

.0

intermediate-term■costs of capital and capital

.1

budgeting and. all those decisions that finance

.2

executives have to meet and solve’ in order to run

.3

.4

a corporationd

.5

.6
.7

part of a finance course?

A

NoT ma’am.

<2

Have you introduced those into your curriculum for

.8
.9
!0

>2

Are questions of antitrust and antitrust policy

the finance courses?
A

Only peripherally.

I was engaged in an accounting

job for United Gas vs. Pennzoil where there was

some antimonopoly and competitive implications.
I did used to teach at Indiana University for

>3

two yearsi and I taught business and government

!4

relationships! and I did a lot of work at that

!5

time in the area of trying to be a lay lawyer
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discussing antti-monopoly questions! but that was many
years agoi and I have no pretense to familiarity with

that legislation now

fl

That was

what — about HO years agof

A

HD years

agoi yesi ma’am

fl

And when

you were dealing with the Pennzoil spinofft

your particular concern was with the financial

aspect of that as opposed to the competition aspect?
A

fly major interest.and assignment was certainly on
the financial sidei finance and .accounting-i and that

is my major Concern! yes-, and general economic

theory
fly B-A- and my fl-A- at the University of

Cambridge was taken in economic theory

fl

I won’t ask. you how long ago that wasSince you have been at fl-S-U-! have you taught

any courses in general economics?
A

Not at fl-S-U-

As I pointed outi in the past five yearsi each
summer I teach in the area of general economic^ and
price theory in this seminar at Georgia Tech

fl

And at H-S-U- have you taught utility economics?

A

No! ma’am-

fl

Haveyou taught any courses in regulated industry?
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I participate.each summer for three days in a

A

conference that vie put on for the National

Association of Railroads-and-Utility -Commissionersn

and I cover a variety of subjects therea

Are you saying that you speakf

A

I am one of the lecturers orr the programn and I
have been for the past ten yearsi and also at the
conference we run at lililliamsburgn and also have

participated, in giving papers.to this conference that

we run each year in Washingtoni. solely for
commissionersT regulatory commissioners.
anycourses

(2

Have, you taught,

A

No -

(2

— concerningregulatedutilities

A

No •

a

Nowt

at HSU on. public policy?

orotherwise?

you mention testimony that you have given about

a dozen state commissionsThose were on behalf of electric and gas
utilities?

A

Electricn gas and telephone-

.(3

And those were all investor-owned electric or gas

companies! is that correct?
A

Yesi that is correct-

(2

Nowi the primary issue of your concern was the cost
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of capital and the rate of returni is that rightf
NoT I coveredT as I said in ray direct statementt I
covered a variety of topicsn accounting topicsi and

the questioning of financing a Pennzoil spinoffn
and more recentlyn in the last yearn the cost of

capital 'dominated by contributions thereBut I think it is fair to say that I have done
a lot more than just the tost of capital-i and I

also have acted as a consultant not for testifyingn
but I acted as a consultantn.for examplen in the
Bell Telepone Company on the general economics of

providing a price index system for automatic

adjustment clauses for their ratesi and the
commission in Michigan is accepting its and it is
in forcen so in addition to testifying.! I should

add that there is a variety of other subjects that
I have been consulted on-

When you testified before the State Utility
Commission concerning an issue concerning the cost

of capital-1 have the commissions awarded or
identified the cost of capital for the utilities

consistent with your recommendation^
Let me think a moment-

Most of the cases have taken place in the last
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A

Electric power-

<2‘

And when you are examining the question of cost of
electric poweri you need to known don’t youi do you

not-I the total cost going into producing that
elecrric powerf

A

Yes-

<2

And one must focus thenn'not on questions as to cost
of>coal and the cost of capital related to generation?

If I were intending on finding out what it cost to

A

produce a kilowatt hourn yes-

bJelln in terms of the question of what the lowest

a

cost is to produce the kilowatt hourn one must

consider the cost of generation and transmission as

well as distributionn must you not?

A

That is right-

(J

Now-, in terms of electricity-, retail firm power-, do

you recognize that that in turn is directed up into

a number of products^ or is that a product itself?
A

Well-, we divide it up into commercial power-, and
power for private homes-, and residential-, commercial-,

and street lighting-, yes(2

Each has a different group of customers with different
needs and demands?

A

Correct-

